BATH DRAIN
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
K-7147T/K-7169T

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
·

·

Please read these instructions carefully to
familiarize yourself with the required tools,
materials, and installation sequences. Follow the
sections that pertain to your particular installation.
This will help you avoid costly mistakes. In addition
to proper installation, read all operating and safety
instructions
All information is based on the latest product
information available at the time of publication.
Kohler China Ltd. Reserves the right to make
changes in product characteristics, packaging, or
availability at any time without notice.

!

!

NOTES
!
!
!
!

Observe all local plumbing and plumbing codes.
Inspect waste and supply tubing; replace if
necessary.
Adjustable pop-up drain has removable parts.
Drain "T" is reversible for vertical or horizontal
drainage.

!
!
!
!

T

Tools Required
!
!
!
!

Assorted screwdrivers
Adjustable or open end wrench
Pipe wrenches
Pliers

!
!
!
!
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ROUGHING-IN
UNIT: mm

Reference Value

K-7147T 470~595
K-7169T 390~525

K-7147T
K-7169T

356
321
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76

38.1

Fig.#1
1
Kohler reserves the right to change marked dimensions without prior notice.

INSTALLATION
Insert strainer into the gasket, position plain gasket
between the drain ell and the bottom of the bath. Turn
the strainer into the drain ell.

Strainer

Gasket

Bath
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Drain Ell

Fig.#2
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Tighten the drain ell securely by inserting pliers handles
into the top of the strainer, as shown. Make sure the
drain ell tube is facing the front of the bath. Then apply
silicone sealant around the drain ell.

Fig.#3
3
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Drain Stopper

Insert the drain stopper into the drain ell. Adjust drain
stopper to make end of lift toggle assembly near to but
not touch the top of the drain tube, as shown. To adjust
the stopper height, remove the stopper and loosen the
nut below the stopper. Raise the stopper by turning
counterclockwise, or lower by turning clockwise.

Drain Tube

Lift Toggle Assy.
Lift Toggle Assy.

Fig.#4
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Attach the gasket to the overflow ell, as shown. Make
sure the tapered end of the gasket is facing up. Apply
silicon sealant.
Put the gasket onto O-rings which on the over flow ell and
lubricate them, and insert the overflow ell into the tube.
Align the overflow ell with the overflow hole in the bath.

Apply Silicon
Sealant
Overflow Ell
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Fig.#5
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FOR VERTICAL DRAINAGE INSTALLATIONS:
Assemble parts as shown. Align the parts with the tee,
as shown. Insert the tubes into the tee. Align and
tighten the nuts.
Attach the tail piece to the tee, and tighten. The tail
piece may need to be cut for proper fit. Install the bath
according to the manufacturer’s installation
instructions. Make sure the drain tail piece fits properly
into the trap.
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FOR HORIZONTAL DRAINAGE INSTALLATIONS:
Assemble parts as shown. Align the parts with the tee,
as shown. Insert the tubes into the tee. Align and
tighten the nuts.
Attach the tail piece to the tee, and tighten. The tail
piece may need to be cut for proper fit. Install the bath
according to the manufacturer’s installation
instructions. Make sure the drain tail piece fits properly
into the trap.
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ATTACHED LIFT ROD ASSEMBLY MODELS: Choose
the lift rod that extends most closely to the necessary
length as shown. Use pliers to spread top loop of lift rod
apart. Insert end of loop into hole in end of overflow
hood lever. Close lift rod loop with pliers.

Lift Rod Loop

Lift Rod Assembly

Fig.#8
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Insert lift assembly into the overflow ell. Tighten the
cover assembly to the overflow ell with two screws
provided. Activate the toggle mechanism by lifting the
cover assembly.

Cover Assembly

Fig.#9
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Tail Piece

Lift Rod Assembly

When the cover assembly is lifted up, the drain stopper
should rise approximately 3/8" (10mm) above the
stainer. If sufficient clearance cannot be obtained,
remove the lift rod assembly. Loosen the screw, and
slide the adjusting block up on the adjusting rail to
increase the clearance, or down to decrease the
clearance. Tighten the screw, and insert the lift rod
assembly back into the overflow ell. You may need to
repeat this step several times.

3/8

(10

Adjusting Rail
Screw
Adjusting Block

)

Spring

Fig.#10
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NOTE: When you remove the stopper for cleaning,
please press the cover assembly to make sure
the spring is in its high position, then insert
stopper into the drain ell.
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BATH DRAIN
SERVICE PARTS PAGE
K-7147T/K-7169T

1215449-*
Drain Handle Kit

1207694-**
Drain Stopper
1207695
Lift Toggle Assy.,
For K-7147T
K-7147T

1207696-**
Lift Rod Assy., For K-7147T
K-7147T
1207698-**
Lift Rod Assy., For K-7169T
K-7169T

1207697
Lift Toggle Assy.,
For K-7169T
K-7169T

-** include: -**
-CP-Polished Chrome -

-AF-French Gold -

-BN-Brushed Nickel -

-BV-Brushed Bronze -

-SN-Polished Nickel -

-BGD-Moderne Brushed Gold -

-PGD-Moderne Polished Gold -

(-*)
(-**)
Color code (-*) or finish (-**) must be specified when ordering.
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